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Life

SCOTT AS A NOVELIST.
.Vriting to a friend once Scott said of himself,
"You v/ill find me a rattle-skulled, half lawyer, half sports-
m.an, through whose head a regiment of horse has been
exercising since he v;as five years old." \J'/hether this des-
cription vms thoroughly justified or not we shell later see.
It is said that Sir Walter Scott, the man of
letters was the least awful great man ever knovm., a frank,
easy, accessible person with his arms and his heart open to
every one pretentious or unpretentious. However, let us
consider m.ore closely the intimate life of this distinguished
character from its very beginning. History relates that
every Scot has a pedigree. Some say that it is a national
prerogative as unalienable as his pride and his poverty.
Because he was connected somewhat remotely with ancient
families both pater nally and maternally Sir V/alter was con-
sidered as of gentle birth. His grandfather, Robert Scott, v/as
originally bred to the sea but being shipwrecked on his initial
voyage he took such a dislike to this means of livelihood that
he could never be persuaded to attempt a second voyage. '^iuite
naturally this occasioned a quarrel between his father and
himself and as a result Robert was obliged to shift for himself.
3eing of an independent spirit this was no disaster for Robert
and he promptly set out to make a living for himself aided
only by his omi initiative. As we later find out he was very
successful and was one of the first in the cattle industry,
v/hich v/as afterwards carried to such an extent betv/een the

Highlands of Scotland and the leading coimties in England. In
1728, Robert Scott married Miss Barbara Haliburton, daughter of
an ancient and respectable family in Berwickshire, and in 1729
Walter Scott, father of the fsmous author, was born and later
educated in the profession of lav/. At the age of twenty-nine
he married Anne Rutherford, eldest daughter of Dr. John
Rutherford, professor of medicine in the university of
Edinburgh. The couple had a large family, twelve children in
all, very promising indeed though only five survived early
youth,
However, on the fifteenth of August, 1771, one
of the outstanding figures of the romantic period in literature
was born in Edinburgh. Owing to the fact that V/alter vrs.s a
sickly child he v/as sent to his grandfather's home in
Roxburghshire, and here almost in infancy he began the storing
of his mind with the legends and balleds which rt p later date
had a profound influence on his authorship. In spite of the
fact that Walter was hampered by a lame leg, it did not hinder
him from acquiring skill and mastery in certain exercises,
common to country life, and we are told that the report of his
progress in horsemanship reminded his father that it was time
he should be learning other things along educational lines. Fe
v/as recalled to Edinburgh, where he was placed in a private
school for a time. This was done because he was found too
deficient in lesser matters to enter the High School at once.
After a period in the private school he was found sufficiently
well advanced to enter the High School proper and in many ways
distinguished himself, although he possessed habits of
inattention and indolence.

During so-*-^ "oart of his attendance in th'^ High School
youn^; 'u'altev was accustomed to spend one hour eacV. day at a
small seminary of writing and arithmetic, and here we are told
from extracts v/rittea about him he v/on the ad^niration of nil
because he was the possessor of that urbane£:entleness which
makes its way to the heart. 7/e are told, too, that his
imagination v/as constantly at v/ork so that little attention was
given to lessons, and many times the instructor, himself, was
forced to laugh at the antics of '."alter in class.
After he finished "''i:;''" .School Scott spent so^ie time
with his aunt in Kelso before he entered college in November
1783. Here he renewed the acquaintance and fellowship with all
his intimates of the High School. Taile at college vie are told
that he took lessons in oil-painting but could make no progress
in either painting or drav.dng, lie, himself, says that nature
denied him correctness of eye and neatness of hand. Still, in
spite of his failure to become an artist his attempts in the art
of the pencil proved very helpful to him in after life, because
it helped to make him a better painter and aided him to paint
nature itself in his ;vritings rather than to copy other people's
work from pictures. Pue to ill health he was obliged to leave
college and v;e do not seem to h^.ve any record of his graduation.
However, in May 1736 he began to serve his apprentice-
in the office of his father. Such a step for one inclined to
commune with the beauties of nature might be considered
disadvantageous, but his apprenticeship left him time enough to
study poetry and romance, and the olc' chroniclers, who to the end
v/ere his darling historians. Indeed it v/as in the discharge of
of his functions as a Writer's Apprentice that he first

4penetrated into the Highlands and formed those friendships
among the surviving heroes of 1745, which in truth laid the
foundation for one great class of his v/orks. Aside from this
the less attractive parts of his new vocation gave him a deeper
insight into the v/orkings of human nature, 7/orthy of mention
here is the fact that it was during this time that Scott met
the poet Robert Burns. During the years 1790-1792 he devoted
his time for the most part to the study of law. On the second
of August, 1792, he vras called to the Bar only the day before
the closing of bhe session. For the next four years he gave
himself up to various enterprises such as studying G-erman, serv-
ing at political trials, and making expeditions into various
parts of the country v/hich later becgjne the scenes of many of
his literary works. Although Scott was chiefly concerned with
the exercise of his profession he was not unlike other youths of
his age and time. Ee had at an early age experienced some love
affairs but for some reason or other the ladies in question
married, and so poor Scott was left to comfort himself in his
woe by writing sketches about these lovely ladies,
Y/hile Scott was preparing for his profession, we find
him at the same time pursuing his literary calling and in
October, 1796, he published the first piece of literature in the
form of a translation of Lenore and also the V/ild Huntsman, These
of course v/ere prose works, but he wrote some poetry, pnd pro-
duced some lyrical fragments, such as the Morlachian Ballad
and others of the saine nature. The reception of his two ballads
had in the meantime been favourable, in his ov/n circle at least.
In spite of the fact that there were inaccura.cie s sjcid.
awkwardnesses of rhyme and diction, lovers of poetry readily
perceived t/iat no one but a real poet could have transfused the

daring insrery of the German in a style so free, bold raasculine,
and full of life.
In 1797, we find Scott serving the government as a
cavalryman in the volunteer army of Scotland, and for awhile he
served as "Paymaster, Quartermaster and Secretary. However, his
threefold duties were thought a little too much for him because
of his other avocations and in time he vf&s relieved of his work
as paymaster. Although at this tim.e he was busy with many
social and business engagements extracts from his note-book
show us that his literary work was gradually becoming of p. inore
polished nature and that many of his literary tasks were com-
pleted at this time.
On December 21, 1797, he married Charlotte Carpenter
whom he had met while on a tour to the English Lakes v/ith his
brother John, and Adaji Fergus son. She was the daughter of
Jean Charpentier of Lyons and Charlotte Volere. She and her
only brother Charles had been educated in the Protestant re-
ligion of their ^rtother; and when their father died in the first
stages of the Revolution, Madajiie Charpentier made her escape
first to Paris, and then to England where they found a loyal
friend in Lord Dovmshire, Upon the mother's death Lord
Downshire took it upon himself to become sole guardian of the
two children. Through his prestige Dov/nshire secured for
Charlotte's brother a position in the employ of the East-India
Company. 'Nc are told that Miss Carpenter was: "Without the
features of a regular beauty, she v/as rich in personal attract-
ions; a form, that was fashioned as light as a fay's; a com-
plexion of the clearest and lightest olive; eyes large, deep
set and dazzling, of the finest Italian brown; and a profusion
#
of silken tresses, black as the raven's wing; her address
hovering between the reserve of a pretty yoimg Englishwoiaan
who has not mingled largely in general society, and a certain
natural arclmess and gaiety that suited well the accompaniment
of a French accent," Notwithstanding her comeliness, because
of her French extraction Scott's parents were wary in giving
their consent to the marriage, "^erhapa the fact that Scott's
father was in poor health may have caused them to look with
disfavour upon the union betv/een Walter and Miss Carpenter. In
the end, hov/ever, all matters were settled and the couple were
married. It did not take a very long time to convince Scott's
family that although he might have married a richer girl, still
Charlotte Carpenter possessed the sterling qualities necessary
to make a good v/ife for any man.
In the s^'-UTiiier of 1793 Scott secured a country seat at
Lasswade about six miles from Edinburgh. Here he and his v/ife
spent many hapoy suimaers, receiving the visits of their chosen
friends from the neighbouring cities, and wondering at will
amidst some of the most romantic scenery that Scotland possesses.
They had neighbours, too, who were not slow to cultivate their
acquaintance. Turing the spring of this sarne year William
Erskine was in Londonand it so happened that he met Matthev/
Lev/is, whose romance of "The Monk" had made for him a brilliant
reputation. Mr Lewis was at this time busy with another work
and was seeking in all corners for contributions. Erskine
showed Mr Lewis Scott's version of Lenore and the Wild Huntsman.
He told Ivir Lewis that Scott had other specimens and requested
that Scott be enlisted to hel^ out his cause. Scott immediately
sent what pieces he had translated and imitated from the German

RTici felt flatterecl to he asked to do so.
In March 1799 Scott, in coi.roany v/ith his v/ife, v/ent to
London, '-lis acquaintance with L«wis served to introduce him to
some literary and fashionable members of society with which he
v/as much amused. However, his chief concernwss to examine the
antiquities of the Tov/er and Westminister Abbey and make some
researches ainong the manuscripts of the British Museum, The
death of his father in April caused him much sorrow, but the
passing of this noble man in his seventieth year after long
suffering v/as an event which could only be regarded as a great
deliverance to himself. He had had a succession of paralytic
attacks v/hich affected both mind and body.
During 1799 Scott oublished his first original ballads,
among them, being "The Shepherd's Tale.'' Next followed the
publication of "The Border Minstrelsy." Each year he contribut
some work of literary merit to literature and in 1804 he
produced Sir Tristrem, Worthy of mention about this same time i
his meeting v/ith ?/illiam 'A'ordsworth.
In the first week of January, 1305, "The Lay of the Last
Minstrel" v/as published. The success this work met with caused
Scott to decide that literature was to be his vocation in life.
However, he did not wholly abandon his legal profession and in
1806 v/e see him. serving in the capacity of Clerk of the Court of
Session v/hich office he held for twenty-five years. This was
indeed a very important position, but reports tell us that none
ever suroassed Scott in doing honour to the Bench as regards the
reputation of legal science. Towards the end of 1806 he began
working on "Marmion", which was finally published February
23rd, 1808. About two months after its publication came the
c
"Edition of Dryden". This work was recf^ived so favourably that
as a result Scott was given courage to continue further upon
his literary enterprises.
It might be well here to say a fev; words about Scott's
domestic life. At this time he had four children, tv/o girls
and two boys. We are told that no father ever devoted more time
and care to his children than did he; he was always ready to
ansv*er any of their questions, and no matter how busily engaged
he might be in literary work v/hen they entreated him to lay do\m
his pen and tell them a story, he would take th^m on his knee,
repeat a ballad or legend, kiss them and set them down again to
their own games and resujne his labour as if refreshed by the
interruntion. In truth, he considered it the highest duty as we
a.s the sweetest joy to be the companion of his children; he
mingled in all their joys and sorrov/s, and his instructions to
them were of such a kind that they blended easily and siioothly
with their own sayings and doings. In short they believed that
excursion or sport of any kind would be comnlete unless he was a
member of the na.rtv. V/hen soeakinff of his ovm education it was
with regret about its irregularity, but in spite of this he did
not attem-ot to have a regular and systematized education for his
ovvTi children. However, he exercised t^- memory, by selecting
various nassages of popular verse which were the most likely to
catch the fancy of the children; and gradually he fatniliarized
then with the ancient history of their own coun.try. He detested
boarding schools a.nd was so strict on this one point that his
girls never learned anything outside of their ovm house. For
this purpos'^ '-"'^ chose as their governess. Miss Miller, v/ith far
greater regard to her kind good tem-oer and excellent moral and
0
9religious princi-oles, tlian to the measure of her attoinments in
what are called fashionable accompli shinents . His boys went to the
Edinburgh High School Just as he had done before them and enjoyed
the evening society of their own home.
Between 1G03 and 1309 we find Scott continuing the
usual trend of his life. He is writing and continuing to take an
active part in public affairs. In May 1810 the "Lady of the Lake"
came out and its appearance v«as v/utclied with a more intense anxiety
than any of his other works. 'JThen it did appear it created a most
extraordinary sensation. In truth it was the iiost interesting,
romantic, picturesque and graceful of his great poems.
The year 1314 marked the publication of the edition of
Swift and this biographical narrative with its introductory essays
and also its notes show an intimacy of acquaintance with the ob-
scurest details of th*^ political, social, and literary history of
the •Deriod of '^ueen Anne. Critics of f-iis work sold gt the time
that it was a piece of literature not everywhere well written, but
that it v/as compiled in general v/itri great intelligence, liberality
and good feeling. Scott was not content ^"ith producing this work
alone, but in the same year wrote the first volume of Waverly.
He, himself, writing to one Mr Morritt, a very clos^- friend,
claim.s that he let the story stand in mid-air in the first volume,
as it were, and intended to have the second and third volume much
more interesting. 3y acting in such a manner he hoped to avoid
the error of other novel v/riters v:ho ordinarily make their
volume their best.
One of the most distinguishing qualities in the
character of Scott v/as the gallant composure with which he, v/hen
he had. comnleted some piece of literature, awaited the decision
III
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of the public and meanwhile entered with a whole-hearted zeal
upon either new or different plans. Fov instance, v/hile the
fate of Waverley hung in t?ie balance he was planning a trip to
the northern isles, which would take up the biggest part of tv/o
months, dueing which time he would have no intercourse with his
friends in Edinburgh, ViTtiile on this voyage he kept a very ex-
tensive diary which we are told he intended for perusal by
members of his family only. The diary and the secrets it held
becajae known to the public, and it is indeed a true, intimate
and complete portraiture of the man, as he mingled virith his
friends and companions, at one of the most interesting periods
of his life. One of his companions on this expedition tells
us that even though Scott entered into all social enjoyments
with v/hole-hearted cooperation and zeal, whenever he v/as viewing
for the first time some scene of remarkable grandeur he v/as in
such an exalted, and excited mood that his friends always left
him. alone, thinking it the kindest and most discreet thing to do.
Shortly, after his return Scott began "The Lord of the
Isles." By November this work had made great progress and some
of his intimate friends tV.ought it would be the most admired of
his productions. The date of publication of this work was
January IB, 1315 but its reception was not very successful.
Hov/ever, the di saopointment over this literary project v/as only
short-lived because in the next month of the same year there was
abundant consolation in stor-j for him. 'Gu.y Mannering" published
in February was received with eager curiosity and met with success
from all sides. It W9.s a highly interesting narrative, beautiful
in its simplicity, here and there marked by a wild solemn
magnificence; having throughout an unaffected kindliness of
f
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feeling, purity of lhou£;;ht
,
mingled with a gentle humour and a
homely sagacity. Such charms as these spoke to every heart and
mind. Although there were a few murmurings of criticism, such
v/ere imiried irately drovmed the voice of general delight, which
never fails to welcome the invention that introduces to the
imagination a new group of immortal realities. During the summer
of 1815 Scott made a continental tour visiting Waterloo, Paris,
and all the leading cities of Europe. The recital of v/hat he
saw and did is very beautifully told in "Paul's Letters." In
September he returned to Abbot sford and began compiling his
notes on ''The Field of V/aterloo." This poem v/as published
before the end of October.
Early in May 1B16 "The Antio^uary" appeared. It attain-
ed popularity not inferior to "Guy Mannering . " In short, it was
a novel which possessed throughout, a kind of simple unsought
charm, ^n'^ it was in fact a reproduction of Scottish life, as
observed by the man himself. "The Antiquary" was published in
May but by the beginning of April he had started work on the
first "Tales of my Landlord." which were published in November of
the same year.
The year 1817 was marked in its very beginning by the
publication of "Harold the Dauntless." This poem had been begun
several years back; in fact some portions had been actually print-
ed before the appearance Of Byron's "Child Harold'. During the
winter of this same year Scott was visited for the first time
since childhood with a painful illness. It was on March the fifth
that he was first besieged v/ith syraptoms of pain, but thanks to
good medical treatment he overcame tliis first attack and began
working on a dramatic piece of literature, more in the form of a
play which was completed soon after but was not published until
Ic
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near the end of tho author's life, under the title of "Tlie Doom
of Devor>3oil." Durin;^ the summer v;e find him busily engaged in
writing his History of 1315 for the Register. On the last day
of December "Rob Roy" y;p, s published. The v/ork on this novel
had been indeed a difficult task for the aut?ior, and although
there is no evidence of any unusual effort appearing within its
lines the writer had struggled almost throughout the -vhole time
that he v;as composing the work to ward off the suffering that his
disease caused hira to feel most keenly. This book like its
predecessors was wai :ly wel'^o t^^'-i , In the m'?'?n'.7hi le , ''ust as v/as
his v/ont, he began negotiations to have a second series of the
"Tales of my Landlord" produced for pu.blication . By this time,
his v/orks were not only claraoiir^d for by his oxra countrymen but
also by all educated Europe, All men, no matter v/hat their
station, -oower, v/ealth and genius might happen to be seemed to
bow to Scott and above all those who Scotch blood in them felt
it hiovG more rapidly when they were in the presence of this great
man
,
"''erhaps it might be well here to say a word about the
style and tone of conversation of this great man. Everybody
seemed to agree that it overflov/ed with hearty good-humour, as
v/ell as plain unaffected good sense and sagacity. In spite of
this, however, the genius of this great novelist was rarely, if
ever, revealed in his talk, Y/e knov/ that he possessed an abun-
dant supply of stories which he could tell with a simple old-
fashioned humour; but his views on the most important topics
of the day v/ere ho-oelessly perverted by his blind enthusiasm for
the dreariis of past ages. The "Intelligentia" classed his discourse
as "commonplace." On the other hand we might make this comparison
that the strongest, purest, and least observed of all lights is
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daylight. If his talk was cominonplace
,
just so we might sa-gr sun-
shine is, sunshine which rilds the most indifferent objects, and
adds brilliancy to the brightest. Let us dwell for a moment on
his domestic life, Mr. Scott vms accustomed to give great
dinners and entertain rather extensively. However, '.vhen not
giving or attending one of these great dinners he kept up his
practice of "early to bed end early to rise". In all affairs
of his home there was ever ai; air of simplicity and happiness.
Before the end of June, 1818, appeared the publication
of "The Heart of Mid-Lothian" end from the choice of localities
and the sr)lendid blazoning of tragical circumstances that had
left the strongest impression on the memory and imagination of
of every inhabit f^nt its populai?ity v/as assured. The reception
of this tale in Edinburgh was a scene of all engrossing enthusias.ii
such as was never experienced on the appearance of any other
literary novelty. This admiration and delight was the same all
over Scotland. In November of this sa^-ie year the Prince Regent
desired to confer on him the rank of Baronet. Wlien first informed
of this Scott v;as inclined to refuse this honor because of the
entanglements that might be entailed by such an official position,
but after some consideration he accepted v;ith a view to the
professional advantage of his eldest son, who had chosen as ?iis
life work that of being a soldier.
The Easter vacation of 1819 was the time set aside for
Scott to receive his title of baron. However, all plans had to
be set aside because of the recurrence of the malady which had
caused much alarm among his friends since the early part of the
year 1817. By the end of April he had sufficiently recovered to
begin the "Bride of Lammermoor". The eleventh of May, Scott
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v/ent to Sdinburrh from Abbot sford to be present at the opening
of the Court of Session but because of his v/eakened condition
he was unable to attend regularly, as he v/as obliged to remain
in bed almost constantly. This did not prohibit him from pursuing
his literary tasks. On the tenth of J-ujne the third series of the
'Tales of My Landlord" came out while he was still ill. Up until
this time he, himself, never gave in to his illness but nov/ at
this time he v/as obliged to. Pie improved, however, and before
he left Edinburgh for his summer home he had made rapid progress
in the dictation of "Ivanhoe".
The month of December was a sad one in his life. Indeed
it may be considered as the saddest month of his v/hole life for
it marked the decease of three very dear members of his family;
namely, his mother, his uncle. Dr. Rutherford and his aunt.
Miss Christie. In the midst of all this distress, "Ivanhoe" m.ade
its appearance on the eighteenth of the month. This was received
throughout all England v;ith a more clamorous delight than any
other "Scotch novels" had been. Here the strength and splendour
of his imagination was at its height. In short the publication
of "Ivanhoe" marked the most brilliant epoch in Scott's history
as the literary favourite of his time.
The year 1820 finds Scott preparing to receive the
promised baronetcy. The month of March was set aside for his
reception of this great honor and the King himself personally
bestowed it in 7/alter Scott, which was indeed rather unusual.
The next month marked the marriage of his eldest daughter Sophia
to John Lockbart. The only contribution he made at this time
v/as "The Abbot". This one was counted a failure. There are of
course many more interesting events that took place in the life
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of thi. s very famous man of letters; betv/een the years 1821-1823
we have his election to the presidency of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, the Dublication of "Kenilv/orth" in three volvunes,
followed in a short time by the splendid romance "The Pirate".
During the summer 1822 the King of England made a visit to
Scotland and Scott visited him personally on the royal ship. The
king drank to his health and after this Scott returned to his own
home v/here he m.et a personality of a sort rather different- the
poet Crabbe, v;hom he had met when last in London and v/ho had arrived
in the turiultous preparations for tho royal event. In January
1823 appeared "peveril of the Peak" but its reception v/as hardly
gratifying. However, Scott v/as not discouraged but perhaps it
rather s^^uj^red him on to v/ork with a new zest. Ee laboured
untiringly until he completed "Q,uentin Durv/ard"., published in June
of the sar.ie year. In compili g this work Scott had entered upon
foreign ground and the sensation that this piece of literature
created in "Paris uoon its first appearance v/as very similar to
that which attended Waverley in Edinburgh, and Ivanhoe in London.
Not only in Paris v/as thore much admiration for this masterpiece
but also elsewhere on the Continent. The characters and scenery
of this work are such f-s to arouse the interest of all Europeans.
The writing of "St. Ronan's Well" concluded his literary en-
deavours for 1823.
UDOn concluding St. Ronan's 7/ell, Sir "/alter began to
v/ork immediately on another novel v/hich v/as published in June
1324 under the name "Redgaunt let
"
, which did not gain much repute
for him as an author. However, wonderful to relate, that year
there was only one novel published snd Scott decided to take a
much needed rest. The summer o:^ this year he devoted to the
c
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arrangement of liis library and museum and wo are told that he
was an expert as v/ell as a powerful wielder of the roce . He
shared with his woodsmen the same labours they had and besides
directing the outside work he also superintended all the v/ork
that was done on the interior of his home.
On February 7^, 18??5, Sir Walter's eldest son, Walter
married the ward of the elder Scott's most intimate friends.
Sir Adam and Lady Fergus son. The young couple remained about
three weeks in Abbot sford and then set out for Ireland to station
themselves in the regimental headquarters there. Early in Jime,
the "Tales of the Crusaders" was published and met with an enthu-
siastic greeting. After the close of tlie GoLirt of Session in
July in company with his daughter Anne and his son Charles, he set
off for Ireland to spend a time visiting his son and daughter-
in-law. To one who loved nature and all its beauties as
Walter Scott did, visits to the Lakes of Killarney v;ere certain
to be indulged in by him and we are certainthat he did because
accounts of his life tell us that he scrambled up to the top of
Blarney Castle, and kissed with due faith and devotion, the
famous "Blarney Stone", The year 1825 brought unpleasant
forebodings to Scott of his loss of fortujie but this v/as
regarded lightly by Scott, and he assured his friends that his
book-seller would not lose the money they had jointly invested
and for a time the nju^iors that had been circ^ilating were con-
sidered as just false suspicions. But early in 1826 Scott, as
well as his book-seller Constable, were sunk into debts from vvhich
there was no apparent recovery. In short Scott hod lost everythini
and was in reality a beggar. Unlike other men Scott did not
sink into the deoths of despair but set himself to the task of
t
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preparing another novel for publication. Throughout the whole
of his calamities Scott exliibited a strength and nobility of
character that remains to this day unsurpassed. Ris whole
intention was to pay off his creditors and this he did although
he sacrificed health and life; but he saved his honour and self-
respect. In June of this same year the novel "V/oodstock" was
published and it received a tremendous reception netting eight
thousand pounds for his creditors. Although this novel could
not be placed in the very highest rank of his works, owing to
the fact that he was working at a time when a most severe
catastrooho had happened it clearly disolays complete
self-possession.
During the course of the winter 1326-1S27 Scott
suffered from the hard labour he subjected himself too. Fe
took very little rest and he now seemed to grudge every moment
that was not spent at his desk. The "Life of Buonaparte" was
at last published about the middle of Jujie 1327. In all it took
two years to complete but when it was finished it was done in
the same lofty style that always marked Scott's productions. In
Decem.ber he introduced to the public his first "Tales of a
Grandfather", and these met with a more rapturous response
than any of his works since Ivanlioe. It might be well here to
mention that practically all the debt that had been upon
Scott's printing firm, known as Ballantyne E: Co;, as well as
that of his b'ook- seller Constable was at this time almost wholly
cleared. In Scott's own "Diary" at this time we can easily
judge that he is comparatively hap-oy again. To quote-- "For all
these great blessings, it becomes ne well to be thankful to
Crod, v;ho in ^'is good time and good pleasure, sends us good as
well as evil."
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By the enci of March of the follov/inc year Scott had
finished enother novel which proved very successful anci still
remains fairly popular. The title of this book is "Fair I.laid
of "Perth". The critics estiinated the characters ss beinr of
very high q.-iality. This year l>l\ the whole oroved rather
quiet for Sir Walter as there was nothing very extraordinary
in the course of his life. However, he did begin work on
a-aoth'p novel v:hich he published in the middle of I*lay 1829
under the name of "Amne of C-eir stein". This story was v;ell
received. It v/as a 'jvork of fancy in combination v.'ith persons
and events, and throughouL LLere was an airy liveliness of
both 'imar^erv and diction,
70 ene w^ulo ever think, to judge from the amoujit of
work that Scott produced from the date of his financial
crisis, that he v;as not a well iaan so earnestly did he labour
to clear himself of debt; but those intimately connected
with him and those "«vho v/ere in close association v/ith him
knev; differently, Hov;ever, the time arrived when he had to
pay the pon?lty of his unremitting toil?. On the fifteenth
of February, 1830, v/hen he returned from Parliaiiient he v/as
seized with a paralytic attack in which he suffered greatly,
losing the ro'ver of soeech. Soon he recovered sufficiently to
be able tp continue his literary tasks. After the close of the
session of Court he resigned from the position of Clerk of the
Court after many years of faitliful service.
On December 17, 1830 a meeting of the trustees and
creditors of Scott took place. The result of thl?^ -leeting v/as
that Sir Y/alter's debt v/as greatly reduced. This seemed to give
him new health and vigor. However, this good health was only
0
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short lived. On April 16, 1331 Scott suffered another attack
of apoplexy from which he never really recovered.
In spite of the warning of his physicians Scott revised
his novel"Count Robert". 'Vhen thin v/ork was completed lie herrn
v/ork on his "Castle Dan£;;erous". Both these were concluded in
Aurust , IB.^l. Accordinn; to custom he went to London in the fall.
A little later he took a trip to Faple?. vfhere he visited his
younger son. On all sides he was met with open arms and was
received with kindness and respect. The entire winter was spent
abroad and in April of lc33R he set out -for home. The return
trip was to be an extensive one as Scott and his party planned
to visit many of the leading European cities such as Nice and
Rome, Vuiile making the journey up the Rhine Sir Walter was
seized with another attack of apoplexy from which he never re-
covered. He and his party arrived in liOndon on June 13, 1832.
The remainder of the month of J-ane he spent in the
St, James Hotel in London. Because of his constant yearning
to return to Abbotsford his doctors consented to his removal
there. For the mem.bers of his fatnily this was a sad home-
coming because they knew that it was Scott's last return to his
beloved country seat. The latter part of July, we find him
able to sit outside for av/hile each day. Still he was gradually
becoming weaker and weaker. He rallied throughout the month
of August but as September dawned warm and clear it was to
claim in death one of the greatest figures of Enr-lish literature.
The date of his death was the twenty-first and on the twenty-
sixth of Septem.ber the body of this great "Man of Letters" v/as
laid by the side of his v/ife in the sepulchre of his ancestors
in Drybur^^i
.
t
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Let us consider for owhile the raore Intimate details
of some of Sir Walter Scott's "Waverley Novels". \Vlien Scott
began to coni^oose these stories the fierce religious and political
dissensions v/hich had so long been prevalent in fJreat Britain
and Ireland were for the time at least peacefully settled. It was
after the surrender of Napoleon and the restoration to political
power of the Pope and the French King. Although Napoleon was
nominally a Cst holic he was regarded by the Pope and all the
Roman Catholics of Europe as their arch enemy. Thus a cominon
enemy seemed to unite all opposing religious and political
parties for a tim.e. It vms at this time then that Sir Walter's
works appeared, a period when petty animosities were forgotten
in Great Britain and Ireland. This epoch, therefore, vms
especially favourable to the reception of his novels, which des-
cribed the former religious and political v/ars of his country.
Although this great v/riter is chiefly admired for the amusing
and exciting interest of his works, he evidently had deep earnest
objects in viev/, which, through the mediijim of fiction, he sought
to impress upon the reading public. Scott, though so well
acquainted with the worst qualities and motives which can disgrace
humanity, v;as a man of high and conscientious character, and his
evident design v/as to improve as well as interest his readers.
Of all Scott's works, his Waverley Novels are the
best known, the most popular, and most talented, for they
certainly display the great powers of his v/onderful mind more than
all his other writings. Of course a man of his wisdom and varied
knowledge v/ould write sensibly upon any subject he studied, yet
those who have only read his biographical and historical works.
I
beautiful as they are v/ould still have an inadequate idea of his
abilities
.
WAVERL5Y
In '''/averley' itself, the first of his series, he
succeeded in iiiaking the Scottish Highlanders extremely attractive
and interesting to English readers.
About sixty years before Scott wrote '7/averley', the
Highland(->rs v;ere more detested than ever throughout England,
owing to their tv;o successive rebellions for the cause of the
"retender, whose crushing defeat at Culloden may be considered
the last actual battle fought on British soil. For many years
after the Culloden battle the Highlanders were both viewed and
treated with harsh injustice by the English Crovernment , and
apparently with the ap-oroval of many of their Scottish fellow-
countrymen. '/Yhen writing this novel, Scott resolved to do all
in his power to remove British prejudices against the Highlanders
without arousing any mutinous feelings in the latter against
the Britiah government. His twofold object was to draw the
conquerors and conquered together; to appeal to the best and.
wisest feelings of their respective natures by preventing either
party considering themselves wholly in the right, or wholly in
the wrong. For a task so equally difficult, v/ise, and truly
patriotic, few mwn v/ere so well fitted, and perhaps none has ever
been, through the peaceful medium of literature, so eminently and
permanently successful.
The hero '/Vaverley, though amiable and pleasing, is a
less interesting character than either the Highland chief, by
name Mc Ivor, or the English Colonel, Talbot. These two men
well represent the tv;o parties then engaged in civil war. In frx
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the novel is in reality ri tragedy, even thou£;li there are some
hap-oy places found throu£;hout its many pages. However, Scott
accoraoli shed his purpose when v/riting for he gained for the
defeated and unfortunate in tlje story the real s;jT3ipathy of the
reader. Almost at the end of tills work Scott emphatically
exclaims-- "Let us devoutly hope we shall never see the scenes
or hold the sentiments that were general in Britain sixty years
since," Thus he closes this novel referring to times v/ithin
living memory, de scribing with rare impartiality the good and
evil among both contending parties, by eliciting pity for the
conquered side without irritating his readers against the
conquering one, and thus accomplishes a task, the wise and true
patriotism of which it would be difficult to overestimate. 3y
arousing pity for the advocates of a fallen cause, while con-
firming adherence to the victorious one, Scott accomplishes the
double object of healing party aninosity by inclucing political
opponents to do justice to each other, and of reuniting his
divided fellow-countrymen by a mutual recognition of generous
and noble qualities. In this great v/ork of moral reconciliation
through the peaceful mediura of literature, no v/riter has ever
been signally successful other than Sir Walter Scott, even in
this his first novel.
GUY MATrNSRITIG
This novel is very different from its predecessor in
that it has nothing to do with religious or political history.
It is entirely based upon fictitious characters and incidents.
There are two heroes and two heroine s--none of them are very
interesting or attractive. The plot itself is dependent ujjon
the sayings and doings of the four original characters--
f
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Meg Merrillles, the ^jipsy; SHinpson, the tutor; Hatteraick, the
Dutch smuggler; and Dinmont, the farmer. These are all master-
pieces in their different v;ays, perfectly consistent and natural
throughout, Scott, himself, tells us that he took more interest
in his mercenaries, outlaws, gipsies, and beggars, than he did
in the fi-'e Indies and gentlemen under a cloud whom he made his
heroes and heroiiies.
The giDsy though treated and looked upon v/ith contempt,
harshness and suspicion to which her ujifortunate and scattered
race has alv/ays "been exposed even in Giiribtian lands:, conce^/j^s
and preserves a most extraordinary attachinent to the Bertram
family, from v;hom, indeed, she never received riuch benefit, but
on v/hose lands she r^nd some of her tribe vrere for a time allowed
to live in peace. Wrj Scott should make this gipsy so affection-
ate is entirely unlmovm to us but his object m.ay have been this
that he wanted to shov; that although she v;as in the society of
vagabonds and thieves she was still a person capable of showing
gratitude for acts of kindness that she might receive. JTer
devotion to tho ruined Bertrsjns, and her efforts to restore the
young heir to his ancestral rights cause her all kinds of mis-
fortune, even death itself. Sprroson, the eccentric worthy tutor
of young Bertram, though a most aiiiusing oddity, const sntly doing
foolish things, awkward, shy, and often unconscious of all around
him, is yet an e-^cellent, ar^d in some respects p noble chp-rpcter.
Scott thus describes a iuan utterly deficient in those qualities
of sagacity, prudence, and common- sesnse
,
iisually essential to
worldly prosperity, nnd generally so requisite to obtain tl^e
esteem and respect of others. Saiipson is destitute of these
qualities, and yet the v/isest man of honour and principle who ever
i
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read a book cannot study this character without some adiairation
for it, and of which Le v.ould own that many infinitely superior
to poor Sarripson in sense and shrewdness v/ere totally unworthy.
The story abounds with striking scenes and situations,
and is divided into tv/o parts^ In tlie first part we find v/e
find Mannering a yo'^ong unmarried man, with Sampson his companion
both mourning becaiise of the death of Mrs Bertram, who leaves
an only daughter, and describes the strange di sap^?earance of the
young heir, suspected to have been stolen. So far the tale seems
like a tragedy, but in the second part after p supposed interval
of seventeen years, great changes have talen place.
Mannering, now a Colonel and a widower, with an only
daughter, returns to Scotland from India. He arrives in time to
witness the death of poor Lord Bertram and the sale of his estate,
both hastened, if not caused, by the knavery of a lawyer, named
Glossin, whom he had. trusted v/ith the manage: le-'-it of his affairs.
This man purchases Lord Bertram's property, and as a result we
find Kiss Bertram not only an orphan but also penniless.
Mannering generously rives a home to the desolate orphe.n and the
latter becomes like a sister to his own daughter Julia. Miss
Julia Mannering is in love with a young Captain Brown. Later this
young mail proved to be the Bertrara heir. Vastly different from
the character of Glossin is the lawyer, Pleyden, a shrewd, honest
la""yer, who v;ell remembers the vrhole story of yoijng Bertram's
disappearance, "/lien the Mannerings came from India to Scotland
they were followed by this Captain Brov/n. He remembered a little
of his past history and in fact resembled his father so much that
it was not hard to establish his identity. There is of course
a happy ending to the story due to the fact that the lost heir
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has been restored to his family once again.
Scott givos a curious and p;rap}iic description of the
sale of Ellangowan Castle or in other words the Bertram Castle,
in v/hich his keen observation and delicate sympathy for distress
and misfortune are strikin^^ly displayed. The ruin of the Bertram
family and the subsequent recovery of tlieir property are narrated
with amazing skill and power, but the main interest of the story
is centered in a few remarkable characters. These characters,
although they are in subordinate positions to the young heroes
and heroines, claim and engross the reader's attention from first
to last, and are certainly some of the happiest efforts of Sir
Walter's genius. In conclusion, we may say, that the characters
and their language, like their course of action in the novel,
are chiefly due to the consistency and vigour of Scott's
imagination.
THE ANTIQUARY
This work is an adnirable novel of faiailiar Scottish
life. Some critics have said, that although it had not the the
historic character of 'Waverley' or the varied charm of 'Guy
Mannering' yet in many of its scenes and some of its characters
this story surTsassed both of its predecessors. However, it cer-
tainly is one of the .10 st cheerful, sensible and pleasing of
Scott's novels, though not so exciting or deeply interesting as
many of them. We must admit, however, that the hero and the
heroine--Lovel and Miss Wardour— the last especially, are rather
uninteresting, yet neither are failures. The fact is that
Scott cared ver;,^ little about them himself. The main interest
of the story lies in-- Mr. Oldbuck, the v;orthy antiquary; Edie
Ochiltree, the old bedesman; the melancholy Lord Glenallan;
(i
Elspeth, the pentinent old crone; Douster swivel, the German
sv/indler and his pettish dupe. Sir Arthur Wardour,
Edie Ochiltree is certainly one of the most
interesting characters in this story, end the scene v/hich first
captivates and engrosses the reader, is the very vivid des-
cription of the storm at sea, from the effects of which Sir
Arthur, Miss vVardour, and the bedesman, himself, have such a
narrow escape. Although this is the most exciting scene in the
book, the most amusing are the comic disappointment of Oldbuck
in his antiquarian fancies, and, above all, the conversation
in Fairport Post-office between the roguish postmistress and
her two gossiping friends.
This pleasant story er'-ls v/ell and happily for all its
chief characters, and is, on the whole the most amusing and
cheerful of all the Waverley Novels; its incidents and interest
are all of a domestic character; the scene is laid entirely in
a retired part of Scotland, during a time of peace. This book
received a cool reception. No doubt this was due to the fact
that it did not contain any very exciting scenes or incidents;
but it does give us many admirable pictures of Scottish life
and character. A.lthough there are a few scenes of distress
and sorrow most pathetically described in the middle of the
story, it yet ends so happily and satisfactorily that the
reader cannot fail to be cheered and gratified as well as
interested throughout every line of the story.
ROB ROY
This story is similar to that of '/Vaverley' in that
the scene is laid chiefly in the Scottish Highlands, with an
English hero and a Scottish heroine. It likewise introduces
\
the political history of the time. Tlie ruling Whigs and the
rising;; Jacobites reappear. However, the period represented
is forty years previous to that of 'V\faverley' .
In all of Scott's novels this is the only one where
the hero relates the story throughout, and in a most successful
manner. Although Frank Osbaldi stone is not free from conceit
and obstancy, he is an interesting, generous, 8nd very natural
character. He positively refuses to obey his rather harsh
father in entering his banking house, and is therefore sent in
disgrace to his ujicle. Sir Hildebrand, on the border, v/hose
youngest son, Rashleigh by na'iie, takes his place in the London
bank. But t'lis separation between the imperious father and
obstinate son has a good effect on both. Frank fully gratifies
his love of adventure by his romantic visit to the Highlands,
while his father, who is both deceived and robbed by his nephew
Rashleigh, is in turn softened towards his son, v/ho never dis-
obeyed, him, save in this one case, and they become completely
reconciled. The heroine, Diana Vernon, has been thought rather
wild and masculine in th» beginning of the story, we find that
at the end of the novel that such is not the case. Her sense
and courage under great trials make her one of the i:aost interes
ing as well as one of the most original of Scott's heroines.
Although the story is not as political as that of 'Waver ley'
still the fate of the chief characters is finally determined
by the Jacobite rebellion of 1715. As usually the case in all
political and religious dissensions, the excesses of the one
party occasioned similar crimes in the other.
The general purpose of this story is very similar to
that of 'Waverley' namely, to make the Scottish Highlanders
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and Jacobit-s highly interesting to English readers of opposite
feelings an'' viev/s, without in any way arousing hostility eit?xer
bo the English people or the reigning Royal Family. The book,
though it ends well and happily for hero and heroine, i<q snr^dened
by the mi sfor t^jne s of many of its characters, as well as by
shadowy glimpses of the real state of Scotland at this time.
IVATTHOE
Perhaps the best known to all classes of people is
Sir Walter's novel entitled "ivanhoe". In this magnificent
snd most original work he describes with outstanding prov/ess the
state of England in the latter part of Richard I' s reign. He
tells us the story of the enmity that exists between the ruling
Normans and the subjected Saxons. Re, himself, prefers the latter
for he selects from among them his hero and heroine— Sir Wilfred,
of Ivanhoe, and the Lady Rowena. The only historical
characters are King Richard Coeur de Lion, his brother, ^rince
John, and the celebrated robber, Robin Hood, known in the story
as Locksley. The manners, customs, language, ideas, together
v;ith the armour, dresses, i 'I furniture of this period are
described with a force and accuracy never surpassed, and perhaps
never equalled by any author in prose fiction. The characters
v;hether historical or fictitious, are as life-like and natural
as if drawn from personal acquaintance. The scene is laid entire-
ly in England, chiefly in the Castle of Gedric, a Saxon and father
of Ivanhoe; in that of Front-de-3oeuf; also in the town of Asby,
during the tim.e of the tournaments; and still another scene is
laid in Sherwood Forest, with Locksley and his outlaws. Prince
John's character is evidently drawn from history. The two most
remarkable characters are--the Jew Issac and his noble-minded
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daughter, Rebecca. The dangerous persecution and insults v/hich
they suffer in a nominally Christian land are indeed a sad sub-
ject for the reflection of posterity, especially when it can be
nroved that this description is no invention or even
ex£i.»j;geration.
The most fanciful part of the story describes the merry
outlaws under Locksley in Sherwood Forest, and the iovir?l hermit.
Friar Tuck. They lived in the forest for qu.it ^- .^:>..l-^ :.. i„.e uad
often plundered their wealthy neighbours, the Normans. The tv/o
most interesting descriptions towards the close of the story are:-
first, the scene that takes plac:. ^etween the v/ounded Front-de-
Boeuf in his burning castle, and Ulrica, his Saxon victim and
destroyer, which is certainly a scene of great tragic pov^erj and
secondly, the path3uic interview betv.uc.. the two heroines, Rebecca
Slid Rowena.
JVhen this great v/ork is calnly examined and studied in
all its bearings, and its varied information considei-ed froifi all
sides we cannot fail to perceive that it cannot be surpassed.
Unlike so m.any works of extreme interest which, when once read,
lose their charm, the pages of this standard novel may be studied
over and over for instruction as well as entertainment.
3RIDE GF LAMM.?RMOOR
This is a tragedy based on real facts especially in
its chief incidents. Yet so little is knom of the individual
characters in the story that Scott could claim the merit of
conceiving them as well as describing them. The hero Edgar
Ravenswood is one of the most interesting heroes, while Lucy
Ashton is certainly one of the most attrsctive nnd pleasing of
all of Scott's heroines. Shakespeare's tragedy "Romeo and
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Juliet" was eA/idently often in the mind of Scott as lie composed
this 7/ork and some of his chapters are headed with quotations
from this noted play.
The character of Bucklaw, whom Lucy Ashton is forced
to marry by her mother, bears no resemblance to the Laird of
Baldoon; and all the other characters in this story are pure
inventions, save that of the old v/oman, Ailsie Gourl&y. Of these
the most striking, perhaps is Caleb Balder stone, the faithful
old servant of Ravenswood. Colonel Douglas Ashton, the v/orthy
son of I'.is hau£;:hty, implacable mother, is not \inlike
Shakespeare's Tybalt in "Romeo and Juliet".
In this story Scott was rather inclined to dwell upon
the marvellous, and to make gloomy prophecies come true, without
positively stating his belief in any such mysterious revelations
in human affairs. The old woman, Ailsie Gourlay, with tv/o others
as artful ftnd malignant i^erself, often remind the reader of
the three witches in "Macbeth". Shakespeare's visionary creations
in "Macbeth" seem, indeed wicked enough, yet they inspire more
interest and wonder than actual hatred. But Scott's three earth-
ly witches are merely cunning, malevolent old women, 'Hated of all
and hating.' for which, indeed, they are to be pitied as well as
detested. In these dreadful instances Scott described a class
of persons, at one time influential and dangerous, among the
Scottiah peasantry, who, by pretended skill in prophesying and
fortune-telling, incurred at once the fear and hatred of those
on whose ignorant credulity they imposed for their ov/n subsistence.
The most striking and drpinetic scene in this novel is
the sudden return of Ravensv/ood, and his denunciation of the
Ashtons at the marriage of his affianced bride with Bucklaw,
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This sceiift is founded on the real story, though amplified ond
rendered inost exciting by the author. However, the last
chapter, relatinn; the fate of Ravensv/ood and Caleb, is Scott's
ovm invention. In this section he relied upon ' •. ov^n imagination.
The death of Ravenswood, as well as the last days of lixe faithful
Caleb are described with his characteristic power and pathos. This
story has always been a favourite, not only with the reading
public but with painters, dramatists, and musicians. It certainly
presents characters, scenes, and situations highly attractive to
artists of all these professions.
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We are told that great men , nnr'. even I 'lr- ^rreatest,
inherit tendencies as well as create them: and although there
was in Scott certain massive manliness and good sense, an almost
distinctive sanity as it were, v:e are told that he possessed a
real passion for coimtry life just as authentic as that of
Rousseau, In addition to this he v/as infected with the same
enthusiasm for mediaevalism as was Walpole. In truth it was from
this double tendency that the "Waverley Novels" were to be created.
Feudalism and Nature were the two notes that Scott struck with
extraordinary effect.
Scott had no interest in the rise of industrial-
ism which marked the beginning of the nineteenth century, and
for the simultaneous rise of democracy he had a positive aversion.
The feudal ideal of life not only appealed to his imagination,
but it expressed his convictions. The part in life that he de-
sired to play v/as that of the head of a clan, surrounded by many
retainers, united in his service by a genuine loyalty.
As a writer, Scott knev; not merely the general
features of any period he chose to describe, but he v/as familiar
with its smallest details. "^Tis passion for detail was so great
that it often became pedantic. He is apt to overload his narrative
v/ith information which is of much more interest to the antiquarian
than the general reader. In most of his books the commencement
is heavy and tedious simply because he is at pains to picture the
conditions of the period in which the story is cast. But it is
this very wealth of detail v;hich in the long run is Scott's strong-
est weapon, for it gives a solidity of workmanship and produces

8.n irnnression of truth which only a fev/ otlier novels possess.
His genius is evident in notliinr so much as this, that it is
able to nove freely under what a man of lessimaginative power
v/ould have found a suffocating weight of antiquarian lore.
It has often been said that Scott fails aa a v/riter
through his lack of literary art. He writes well, with a sort of
good-natured ease, but he does not write brilliantly. This is
perfectly true, in the sense that there are few purple patches
in his -writings. He has left little gift" of epigram; there are
few passages of his novels over v;hich thf> mind lingers for the
mere delight communicated by their perfection of literary form,
and he scarcely ever utters a thought which illumines the depth
of things. Txie charm in his work is his naturalness. Still, on
the other hand, it must not be forgotten that Scott's writing rises
into real eloquence. Many passages from his works could be quoted
v/hich have glow and real colour.
However, the main fault of Scott does not lie in this
direction, but rather in his defects as a story-teller. It is
rather a heresy to accuse the greatest of romanticists of
incapacity to tell a story well, and yet v/hat reader of average
intelligence will not corroborate the charge? Scott has not, for
instance, the art, common to scores of inferior novelists, of
fixing the attention of the reader with the first chapter of his
novel. The absence of plot is nearly alv/ays notable. It is clear
that he begins to write without any very positive idea of the path
he means to take.
With Scott it very often turns out that the real inter-
est of the book settles roujid some subsidiary character, and not
round the character which was manifestly designed for primacy.
f
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The love story of Waverley is forgotten because the mind of
Scott hqs become fascinated with the romance of the Hichland clans
in 1745. Julia Mannering, v/ho was manifestly cast for a leading
part in the story of "Guy Mannering" is eclipsed by Meg Merrilees.
The real purpose of "The Heart of Midlothian" appears to be a vivid
picture of the ^orteous Riots. The real story of the book is the
story of Jeannie Deans. "/^^ can scarcely grumble, for nothing that
Scott has done is so full of real power and pathos; but v;e may
safely wager that v/hen Scott began the book he had no idea of
making Jeannie Deans its central figure. "The Bride of Lammermoor"
is an admirably constructed story, and in "Kenilworth" the thread
of dramatic interest is never dropped for a moment.
The absence of psychological interest in Scott is a
point more difficult of statement. Briefly, what is meant, is this
that while Scott can grasp and state v/ith rare perspicacity the
visible outlines of character, he has little gift for analysing
its finer subtleties. Kis characters live— there is no mistake
about that; they are as truly the creatures of genius as the
creatures of Shakespeare, but it is in an entirely different way.
Shakespeare has created types, Scott only persons. The very
personages whom Scott most clearly designs for hero and heroine
are often, and almost uniformly, the least interesting personages
in his books.
Scott's women are frequently unsuccessful, and perhaps
the most severe test of a novelist's art is his p'lv.ex- of creating
women, because such a task a very rare degree of psychological
insight is required. Scott can ppint the exterior side of his
heroine perfectly '.veil but he does not ujilock the luLl^iiacies of
personality to the reader. He comes nearest to this highest form

of art in his subsidiary characters. Pie does possess a real
insigiJ: into "-.he souls of abnormal, grotesque or very hiurible
persons. In the main, however, this is a gift which Scott lacks.
He sees the pageant of life, but not its mystery; tells us how
med act, but no', how they feel, Shakespeare did boLh, and as a
result the soul of Hamlet is better known to us than his history.
If Scott had painted Haralet, we should have known his history,
but not his soul.
As we have said before Scott's greatest triumphs are
achieved in the depiction of great historic personages and scenes,
but it must not be forgotten bhat he has a firm grasp upon life as
a whole, and a wide sympathy with all sorts and conditions of rien.
His imaginf^tion is peculiarly susceptible "to the influence of
great achievements and prolonged success in wide spreading affairs"
but he was enough of a poet to have an almost equal syinpathy
with the siinolest and hunblest forms of life.
Sir 'A^altep Scott avoids the error of Dickens, who
vulgarised the poor, making them "poor talkers, poor livers, and
in all ways poor people to read about"; he avoids also the error
of sentimental novelists, who clothe the poor Y/ith the glamour
of Arcadia. His poor folk are genuine poor folk, shrewd, manly,
sensible, generous, avaricious, proud, h'lmble, selfish anr' '-t^r-oic.
"Eis poor people are never coarse and never vulgar; their
lineaiiients have the rude traits which a life of conflict will
inevitably leave on the minds and manners of those v;ho are lea;'!
to it; their notions have the narrowness v/hich is inseparable
from a contracted experience; their knowledge is not more extended
than their restricted means of attaining it would render possible.
Almost alone among novelists Scott has given a thorough, minute.
00
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lifelike description of poor people, v/hich is at the same time
genial flncl pleasing;."
The dying spirit of the clan, which Scott sought tc
revive, had many disadvantages; but it had this one advantage-
that It ji'^ate-'' real coirjiiunity life, which was destined to
disappear when wealth becaine the sole claim to social honour,
Scott, inspite of the fact that he manifested Tory policies, was
a genuine democrat in spirit and really loved the common people.
He had also, as every man of real creative genius must have, a
vivid interest in hujnanity at large. He makes friends v«rith all
men through his books, as he did in his life, by virtue of his
geniality, his shrewd good sense, his warm appreciation of all
that is best in hijurian nature, his comprehension of its hidden
valours, and his sympathy v/ith its frailties.
The popularity which is based upon such qualities as
these is a popularity v/hich is likely to endure for all time.
During Scott's lifetim.e this popularity was uncontested; and he
enjoyed an immunity from criticism which was of no advantage to
him. However, the real object he had in view was not the satisfact
ion of his artistic conscience in the production of perfect v/ork;
but the satisfaction of his romantic dreams of Abbot sford; and
such a m.otive is bound to be vitiating. As we read some of
Scott's novels, we feel som.etimes that he grew tired of a book
long before he finished it. At various times, we suspect him, not
without reason, of 0 deliberate attempt to pad his story with
matter which he knows is irr-levant. There is
,
in fact , a
certain Scotch heaviness apparent in his books; he resembles the
best of Scotch preachers, who are the dullest of orators v/hen they
are uninspired, and the fieriest when they are inspired.
Ir
•
When we have said all th« hard and all the just things
we may say about Scott, t}iis one fact remains, that it is exceed-
ingly doubtful if any amount of concentration ;vould have enabled
Scott to write in any other way or better, 'Me, of to-day, have
fallen in love with the introspective novel; but Scott had never
heard of it, and perhaps could not have preduced it if he had.
lie like novels, that explain philosophy or perhaps attack relogion
Scott, on the other hand, was content to tell a story, and let
philosophy and religion look after themselves. He was in reality
a humane man of the world, an out-of-doors man who cared more for
his horses and dogs than for the praise of his critics; a lover
of life and of his kind, who took life generously and heartily;
a man of instinctive virtue, of genial sanity, of great depth and
sv/eetness of disposition, of quiet but authentic heroism in the
hour of trial; one of the truly great men of the v/orld because he
possessed that love of simplicity, that natural piety and joy, to
the last. He wrote according to his nature, and being by nature
great, in spite of all his faults, he has written in a great way,
and has left behind him a beloved and imperishable memory.
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